THE FIRST OPEN SOURCE PROFESSIONAL ATC HMI

ALBATROSS DISPLAY Professional Edition is the ideal Human Machine Interface for ANSPs requiring easily configurable and interoperable solutions.

The Open Source development model allows a quick adaptation to evolving environments.

ALBATROSS DISPLAY Professional Edition is available for ACC, Approach, Tower, Main and Fallback systems.

Albatross Display Professional Edition can be supplied with a performing ADS-B sensor to provide users with a turn-key Situation Awareness solution.

Possessing a flexible and interoperable standard-based ATM system is mandatory in the present versatile ATM industry.

ALBATROSS DISPLAY offers this, together with leading-edge technology and functionality.
OPEN-UP YOUR HMI

SkySoft-ATM has launched the FIRST ATM Open Source Community with the vision to offer the ATM industry stakeholders a different development and commercial approach. ALBATROSS is the freedom of choice.

MAIN FEATURES

- COTS HARDWARE COMPATIBLE
- OPEN STANDARDS & ARCHITECTURE
- INTUITIVE ACCESS TO FUNCTIONS
- COMPATIBLE WITH MULTI-RADAR FORMATS
- PROFESSIONAL OPEN SOURCE DEVELOPMENT MODEL COUPLED WITH SKYSOFT’S 10 YEARS OF OPERATIONAL EXPERTISE
- EXTENSIVE CONFIGURATION AND PERSONALIZATION POSSIBILITIES
- LOW TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
- FULL SET OF ESARR 4 & ESARR 6 SWAL 4 DOCUMENTATION
- SAFETY CASE & TEST CASES
- USER AND ADMINISTRATOR MANUAL
- PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT SERVICE
- TURN-KEY SITUATION AWARENESS SOLUTION WITH OUR ADS-B SENSOR
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